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Abstract

Chiroptical responses are valuable for the structural determination of dissym-

metric molecules. However, the development of everyday applications based

on chiroptical systems is yet to come. We have been earlier using axially chiral

allenes for the construction of linear, cyclic, and cage-shaped molecules that

present remarkable chiroptical responses. Additionally, we have developed

chiral surfaces through upstanding chiral architectures. Since the goal is to

obtain robust chiroptical materials, more recently we have been studying spir-

obifluorenes (SBFs), a well-established building block in optoelectronic appli-

cations. After theoretical and experimental demonstration, the suitability of

chiral SBFs for the development of robust chiroptical systems was certified by

the construction all-carbon double helices, flexible shape-persistent macro-

cycles, chiral frameworks for surface functionalization, and structures featur-

ing helical or spiroconjugated molecular orbitals. Here, we give an overview of

our contribution to these matters.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Chirality is a property directly linked to the structural
conformation of molecules in space. It is a characteris-
tic of molecules that describe the inability to overlap
with their mirror image. For optical activity to exist,
typically molecules have a stereogenic center or asym-
metric carbon.1 However, other chiral elements, such as
chiral axis, can also be used to introduce chirality.2

Examples of axially chiral molecules can be found in
systems such as allenes3 or spiranes,4,5 the latest being

bicyclic compounds with at least two rings connected
via a single atom.

Recently, interest has arisen in developing chiral sys-
tems that present strong chiroptical responses.6,7 In this
regard, we have developed axially chiral allenes8 present-
ing g-factors of approximately 0.01 however suffering
from stability.9 With the aim to overcome the stability
issues, we have moved our attention to chiral spirobi-
fluorenes (SBFs).10 In order to get an understanding on
the mechanisms originating the observed chiroptical
responses, we combined our experimental studies with
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theoretical predictions using density functional theory
(DFT).11 While the use of different functional groups
explores their compatibility with axially chiral SBFs, the
development of Dn-symmetric cyclic systems exploits
the advantage of alignment between transition electric
and magnetic dipole moments to boost the chiroptical
responses. Following this strategy, we have gained
knowledge that can be applied for the design of ad hoc
robust chiroptical systems.

2 | WHY CHIRAL AXES?

Building blocks such as allenes or SBFs may present axial
chirality when appropriately functionalized. In such
cases, a chiral axis is present when the two functional
groups in each of the connected orthogonal planes are
different from each other (R1 and R2 in Figure 1).

Axially chiral building blocks are attractive since they
can be used for the development of molecular structures
with very distinct geometries by carefully selecting the
absolute configuration of the constituting chiral building
blocks.12,13 For instance, the different combinations of
absolute configuration of the constituting allenes in cyclic
tetrameric alleno-acetylenic macrocycles leads to crown-,
twist-, chair-, and boat-shaped structures (Figure 2).8

Remarkably, the homochiral crown-shaped stereoisomers
presented among the highest chiroptical responses for
purely organic compounds. Also, open oligomers bearing
two, four, eight, or 16 chiral allenes showed remarkable

chiroptical amplification compared with the single chiral
allene justified by a helical conformational preference.14

Particularly, a pyridine [142] allenophane showed the
ability to encapsulate a diiodo-perfluorinated compound
via halogen bonding (Figure 3).15

Additionally, the development of covalent organic
helical cages bearing six chiral allenes16 showed the abil-
ity to entrap organometallic sandwich compounds and
detect them via chiroptical spectroscopies.17 On the

FIGURE 1 (left) Representation of

both enantiomers of an allene (A) and

an SBF (B) and (right) representation of

the absolute configuration assignment of

a chiral axis according to the Cahn–
Ingold–Prelog rules.

FIGURE 2 Representation of (A) (P,P,P,P) crown-shaped,

(B) (P,P,P,M) twist-shaped, (C) (P,P,M,M) chair-shaped, and

(D) (P,M,P,M) boat-shaped tetrameric alleno-acetylenic

macrocycles.8 Blue/pink spheres stand to (P)/(M) absolute

configuration of the allenic units.
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search for chiroptical application, we have explored
the behavior of chiral allenes on surfaces by scanning
tunneling microscopy and demonstrated the transfer of
chirality from the single molecule to the 2D network of
molecules presenting and up-standing morphological
self-assembly.18 However, these studies were performed
at low temperatures, and even when they have served as
a toll for a fundamental understanding, they cannot be
directly used in real applications.

3 | DEVICE-COMPATIBLE
CHIROPTICAL SURFACES

To enable day-to-day implementation of chiroptical
applications, the development of device compatible chir-
optical systems is essential. With this idea in mind, we
have developed a semitransparent quartz substrate with
an Ti/Au coating. While the Au layer allows for an effi-
cient anchoring of the chiral molecules containing a
thioacetate via S–Au bond formation, the Ti layer was
necessary to prevent the Au layer to detach from the
quartz plate (Figure 4).19 Attachment of chiral allenes
was performed via sublimation. Characterization with
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and N K-edge near-

edge X-ray absorption fine structure uncovered the struc-
ture of the formed monolayers as up-standing chiral
architectures (UCAs). Additionally, second-harmonic
generation circular dichroism showed the chiroptical
activity of the monolayers at room temperature. Since
access to UCAs with diverse chemical functionality is
synthetically possible, these systems have enormous
potential for the development of chiroptical applications.

The development of chiroptical applications needs to
use robust chiroptical systems that are stable under the
desired operating conditions. To overcome the stability
limitations of diethynyl allenes, as these systems may
undergo photo/thermal isomerization under certain
conditions,9 we aimed for SBFs,5 a chemical family
known for its robustness in state-of-the-art optoelectronic
applications, as suitable fragment for the development of
axially chiral robust systems.

4 | FROM ALLENES TO
SPIROBIFLUORENES

Spirobifluorenes, as allenes, may also present axial chi-
rality (Figure 1). In order to evaluate the potential of
SBFs for the development of systems presenting strong
chiroptical response, we have compared the theoretical
chiroptical responses of alleno-acetylenic and spiro-
acetylenic cyclic tetramers.4 The analysis indicated that
the rigidity of the SBF skeleton yields cyclic oligomeric
systems with high conformational stability. Additionally,
the electronic properties combined with the geometry of
SBF macrocycles render chiroptical intensities compara-
ble with those of their allenic counterparts (Figure 5).

With the aim to validate experimentally the reliability
of SBFs for the construction of structures presenting
strong chiroptical responses, we developed synthetic
methodologies to open access to dimeric, trimeric and tet-
rameric spiro-acetylenic macrocycles. These three oligo-
mers have very distinct geometries: (i) the dimeric
represents an all-carbon double helix stiff structure,20

FIGURE 4 Simplified representation of the developed device-

compatible chiroptical surface. The blue spheres represent the

chiral allenes.19

FIGURE 5 Simplified representation of tetrameric alleno-

acetylenic and spiro-acetylenic macrocycles.4

FIGURE 3 Simplified representation of para [74] and [142] as

well as meta [142] allenophanes. Pink circles represent aromatic

rings.
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(ii) the trimeric, also very stiff, presents an adequate twist
between the fluorene units connected via the butadiyne
moieties to feature helical molecular orbitals,21 while
molecular dynamic simulations predicted (iii) that the
tetrameric is a flexible shape-persistent macrocycle.21 All
of them present g-factors approximately 0.007, compara-
ble to reported alleno-acetylenic macrocycles3 and, nota-
bly, thermal stabilities above 250�C.21

Once demonstrated the suitability of SBFs for the con-
struction of chiroptical systems presenting both high
chiroptical intensity responses and thermal stabilities,
our effort was focused on the modulation of the elec-
tronic and chemical properties of chiral SBFs to enable
their implementation in industrial applications. SBFs can
present substituents in different positions of the mole-
cule. However, substitution at position 2 is known to be
more reactive and it shows a higher impact on the optical
properties of the system since the substituents in this
position present an extended π-conjugation with the
fluorene moiety due to the para- substitution pattern and
the minimization of steric interactions (Figure 6).22

Therefore, we centered our attention on the develop-
ment of 2,20-disubstituted SBFs for the development of
chiroptical SBFs.

5 | SPIROBIFLUORENES FOR
SURFACE FUNTIONALIZATION

Following our methodology for the development of
device compatible chiroptical surfaces, we proceeded
with the synthesis of chiral SBFs presenting different aro-
matic rings for surface functionalization.23 All derivatives
showed thermal stabilities above 170�C under air. The
enantiomeric resolution was performed successfully
using the chiral stationary phase Chiralpak IA (Figure 7).

The UV/Vis and ECD spectra of these systems
showed the lowest electronic transitions at around
350 nm. In order to modulate the spectral range of chir-
optical systems, we have explored different approaches as
indicated below.

6 | METALLAAROMATIC
SPIROBIFLUORENES

Metallaaromatic compounds present a metal atom in the
position of at least one of the ring carbon atoms. This
chemical modification is known to greatly modulate the
optical properties compared with purely organic counter-
parts. In order to open access to metallaaromatic SBFs,
we followed Bolaño's synthetic methodology involving an
orthometallation reaction.24 When the propargyl precur-
sor used presented an SBF and a methyl group, the reac-
tion yielded an SBF iridacyclic compound (Figure 8).25 In
order to drive the reaction to metallaaromatic formation
over the SBF unit, the methyl group of the propargyl pre-
cursor was replaced by a mesityl group.26 The same
methodology was applied to an SBF substituted with two

FIGURE 6 Numbering of positions in SBF and representation

of functionalization over position 2.

FIGURE 7 Representation of

chiral SBFs developed for surface

functionalization.23

FIGURE 8 Schematic

representation of SBF iridacycle25

and SBF metallaaromatic

systems26,27 Cp* = 1,2,3,4,5-

pentamethylcyclopentadienyl;

Mes = mesityl.
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propargyl groups to render a dimetallaaromatic SBF.27

Remarkably, both systems present thermal stabilities
above 200�C and a remarkable red shift compared with
bare SBF.

Since the Ir metal atoms of these metallaaromatic sys-
tems feature chiral centers, the metallaaromatic SBF
bearing one Ir atom is formed as a racemate while the
SBF bearing two Ir chiral centers is formed as a mixture
of three diastereoisomers due to the presence of a
chiral axis.

7 | TETRACYANOBUTADIENE
(TCBD) SPIROBIFLUORENES

TCBDs are strong electron-acceptors that typically pre-
sent interesting optical and nonlinear optical (NLO)
properties.28 Their synthesis through the reaction
between tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) and electron rich
acetylenes is considered among the click chemistry fam-
ily because of the atomic economy and high yields. The
optical properties of TCBD derivatives are dramatically
changed compared with the acetylenic precursors. There-
fore, in order to modulate the optical and chiroptical
properties of SBFs, we have developed the synthesis of
TCBD-SBFs stable up to 200�C and predicted high NLO
properties (Figure 9).29

While the UV/Vis and ECD spectra of the acetylene
bearing precursor is restricted to the UV region of the
spectrum, the TCBD derivative absorption reaches
the near infrared region.

8 | SPIROCONJUGATION EFFECTS
IN SPIROBIFLUORENES

Spiroconjugation is a phenomenon that occurs when
p orbitals of two π systems bonded from a common tetra-
hedral atom, called spiro carbon, interact. Because of
this, spiro-bonding and spiro-antibonding molecular
orbitals are formed. The energy difference that is estab-
lished between the anti-bonding and bonding orbitals is
called spiro-splitting (ΔES).

30 In the case of spirobifluor-
ene compounds, as the fluorenes are perpendicular to
each other, the p orbitals of the carbon atoms that are
contiguous to the spiro carbon interact (Figure 10).

We evaluated the impact of spiroconjugation on the
optical properties and chemical reactivity of spirobifluor-
ene compounds via functionalization. For this purpose,
functional groups with different electronic features were
employed.31 Their reactivity along with DFT calculations
showed that spiroconjugation is ON when SBFs present
an electron-donating group such as aniline. On the other
hand, comparison of experimental and predicted ECD
responses of the disubstituted analogs unveiled that spiro-
conjugated molecular orbitals are strongly involved in the
electronic transitions that give rise to the main features in
the ECD and UV/Vis spectra of systems incorporating
phenyl and nitrophenyl groups (Figure 11). As this study
clearly showed that spiroconjugation can be modulated
via functionalization in SBFs, we suggest the spiroconju-
gation should be taken into account when developing
new chiroptical SBFs.FIGURE 9 Representation of a TCBD-SBF.29

FIGURE 10 Representation of SBF and energy levels of spiro-

bonding and spiro-antibonding generated by spiroconjugation. The

ON/OFF switch stands for the presence or absence of

spiroconjugation depending on the functionalization over the SBF

unit.31

FIGURE 11 Representation of SBFs functionalized with

functional groups of different electronic nature. Green and red

stand for ON and OFF spiroconjugation, respectively.31
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9 | CONCLUSIONS

Overall, in the last few years, we have demonstrated the
suitability of SBFs as chiral building blocks for the
development of robust chiroptical systems with thermal
stabilities that are suitable for industrial applications.
Their g-factors are reaching competitive values among
purely organic compounds with the emergence of new
chemical families: device-compatible chiroptical systems,
metallaaromatic SBFs, tetracyanobutadiene SBFs, SBFs
presenting spiroconjugation, all-carbon double helices,
flexible shape-persistent macrocycles, and macrocycles
featuring helical molecular orbitals (Figure 12).

The combination of theory and experiments in our
studies has enabled the development of these systems,
and we believe that they will significantly contribute to
the emergence of everyday chiroptical applications,
soon.
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